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Approach to Monte Carlo calculation of the buckling of supercoiled DNA loops
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The short supercoiled circular DNA molecules are shown to be glassy systems and canonical Metropolis
Monte Carlo simulations of the systems tend to get stuck in local metastable energy basins. A Monte Carlo
algorithm is developed to alleviate the problem of ‘‘ergodicity breaking’’ of the glassy systems, in which the
Markov process is driven by an explicitly analytic weight factor with enhanced probability in both low- and
high-energy regions. To characterize the degree of puckering of the supercoiled DNA loops, a different
quantity of aplanarity is introduced as the shortest principal axis of configurational ellipsoid of DNA. With the
suggested Monte Carlo method, the quantitative correlation between supercoiling degree and buckling of DNA
is attained. With supercoiling stress increasing, the conformational transition from a circle to mono-, diplo-, or
triple interwound superhelical structure will take place in a successive but decreasingly abrupt mode.

PACS number~s!: 87.15.Aa, 36.20.Ey, 87.14.Gg
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The onset of supercoiling and supercoiling transitions
closed circular deoxyribonucleic acid~DNA! are intriguing
phenomena from both a theoretical and a biological vie
point. It is generally believed that proper supercoiling str
is crucial for the DNA molecule to pack and fold into chr
mosomes or to interact with specific protein@1#. In the sim-
plest mechanical description, in which one neglects all m
lecular inhomogeneities, a double-helical DNA molecule c
be viewed as an elastic rod, the elastic energy of which
be decomposed into bending and torsional parts@2#. These
two energy terms are usually decoupled since the ben
energy depends on local curvature of the center axis, w
torsional energy is the function of displacements of twist
the DNA base pairs from the equilibrium positions. For
torsionally relaxed small loop,~e.g., nicked DNA polymer
with one broken strand!, the torsional energy of DNA van
ishes, and DNA molecule has the minimum bending ene
of a flat circle. The effective coupling between bending a
torsional energies rises for covalently closed DNA polyme
since the number of times two strands of the DNA duplex
interwound, i.e., the linking numberLk, is of topological
invariance. The planar circle would no longer stand a
stable minimum of the total elastic energy when the li
number deficit or excess is beyond some threshold which
function of bending and torsional stiffness of DNA polym
@3#. In fact, the spatial configuration of circular DNA de
pends upon the competition between bending and twist
ergies. Planar DNA microcircles will pucker if the decrea
in torsional energy through changing the twist of the ba
pairs exceeds the increase of bending energy cause
writhing of the polymer axis.

The buckling of short supercoiled DNA loops of 100
base pairs (bp) was computationally studied by Schlic
et al. with deterministic techniques of energy minimizatio
and molecular dynamics~MD! @4#. A catastrophic buckling
transition from the circle to the confirmation of figure-8 w
presented with increasing supercoiling strain of DNA, co
ciding with earlier analytical calculations@3#. The Metropo-
lis Monte Carlo~MC! approach to this buckling transition o
DNA circle of 468bp was performed by Gebe and Schu
through tracing the writhing of the molecule@5#.
PRE 621063-651X/2000/62~5!/5923~4!/$15.00
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In this Rapid Communication, we study the buckling d
namics of DNA loops of 168bp through a different defined
puckering degree~see below!, by Monte Carlo simulation of
a discrete wormlike chain model@6#. The deformation en-
ergy of the DNA rod is then approximated by the harmon
bending and twisting components. In each update, an inte
subchain containing arbitrary amount of links is rotat
around the straight line connecting the vertices bounding
subchain. The rotating angle is randomly taken in a inter
chosen so that about half of the proposed moves are
cepted. The excluded-volume effects and electrostatic re
sive interaction are incorporated by a hard-cylinder poten
with an effective diameter (d.2 nm! in the way the free
energy of DNA will be infinite when the distance of an
nonadjacent parts of DNA is less thand. However, as shown
in Fig. 1~a!, the conventional Metropolis simulation@7# of
short DNA polymer of 168bp with Boltzmann weight factor
tends to get stuck in some configurations with local me
stable minimum energies.

FIG. 1. The energy of a DNA loop of 168 base pairs wi
linking number deficitDLk55, as a function of computer time:~a!
for the canonical Metropolis method, the simulation is getting stu
in a local energy basin at the first 700 000 steps and in another l
energy minimum afterwards;~b!, for the present sampling with new
weight factor of Eq.~1!, much larger fluctuations are implemente
which keeps the simulation from getting trapped in local ene
basins.
R5923 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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In fact, the energy landscape of supercoiled DNA ch
is characterized by numerous local minima separated by
ergy barriers. At length scales comparable to the dou
helix repeat of 3.4 nm~'10.5 base pairs! or the diameter of
2.0 nm @9#, the pairing and stacking enthalpy of the bas
make the polymer remarkably rigid and the energy barr
significantly high compared with Boltzmann weight facto
Since the probability of a canonical Metropolis procedure
cross the energy barrier of heightDE is proportional to
exp(2DE/kBT), the simulations therefore tend to get trapp
in some local energy basins@Fig. 1~a!#, although Metropolis
Monte Carlo sampling is usually more effective than m
ecule dynamics simulation for conformational chang
which jumps to different area of phase space@8#. For the
glassy systems such as short DNA loops, different MC a
MD simulations within finite CPU time and sweeps may g
stuck in different energy basins, which renders the calcu
tions of physical quantities unreliable. One of the main ai
of present work is at alleviating this problem of ‘‘ergodici
breaking~EB!’’ in Monte Carlo simulations of glassy sys
tems.

Technically, the above-mentioned EB problem is due
the fact that the Boltzmann weight factor drops too quic
~exponentially! with system energyE. Therefore, the prob-
ability of the Markov process to jump over the high ener
barriers is exponentially damped. In the following, we co
sider a new weight factor

w~E!5e2E1(A2/s)uE2^E&u, ~1!

where^E& is the averaged energy of system,s2 (5nF/2) the
mean squared deviation of energy of the canonical ther
dynamic system, andnF the number of degrees of freedom
For the discrete closed wormlike chain withN links, the
number of degrees of freedom isnF52N26. Here and after
the energy and rigidity parameters are scaled bykBT, so the
Boltzmann inverse temperature parameterb51/kBT is omit-
ted in our equations.

With the introduction of the factor of exp@(A2/
s)uE2^E&u#, the sharp peak of energy distribution of th
canonical ensemble is damped and the important samplin
the low-energy region is reinforced. Especially within t
new weight factor of Eq.~1!, the probability in the higher-
energy region is enhanced exponentially, which makes
simulation escape from local energy basins easily. In F
1~b! we present the MC time series of energy of the sa
DNA system but with the new weight factor of Eq.~1!. In-
deed, the simulation of the new artificial ensemble cover
much wider energy range than that of the canonical r
which efficiently keeps the simulation from getting stuck
local minima.

In the artificial ensemble of Eq.~1!, each configura-
tion of energyE of DNA loop, in fact, representsn(E)
(5exp@2(A2/s)uE2^E&u#) ones of the real thermodynam
system. Through reweighting the artificial sample@10#, i.e.,

^A&5

(
i 51

Nsweep

A~Ei !e
2~A2/s!uEi2^E&u

(
i 51

Nsweep

e2~A2/s!uEi2^E&u

, ~2!
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whereNsweep is the number of MC sweeps of the artificia
sample, we can obtain the expectation value or probab
distribution of the considered quantityA in the real physical
system. As an illustrated example, we show in Fig. 2
probability distributions of DNA energies, which are calc
lated from the artificial sample of 2 000 000 MC runs. A
expected, after the translation of the DNA energies to th
averaged valueŝE&, all the distributions with different su-
percoiling strains precisely fall onto the same curve. In fa
this scaling behavior of the energy distribution of canoni
ensemble is the foundation that we could use the same c
pensative factor in Eq.~1! to alleviate the EB problem in
different energy systems.

It should be mentioned that the EB difficulty has be
long standing in the Monte Carlo simulations of glassy s
tems. The most often-used techniques of dealing with
problem in first-order phase transitions@11#, protein folding
problem @12#, and other glassy systems@13#, has been the
entropic sampling method@14,15#, in which the spectral den
sity of the considered system is calculated numerically by
iterative procedure so that the simulation can be perform
as a random walk in a desired range of phase space. Dep
ing on the rate of convergence of iteration and the size
simulated energy range, the determination of the weight f
tor is usually tedious and very time-consuming@11–14#. To
get an approximate flat distribution of the energy spectra
the simulation of our short DNA loops, for example, we ne
to spend more than 50% of the whole CPU time to achie
this task. In Fig. 2 we also show the probability distributio
of DNA energies of the canonical ensemble obtained fr
the entropic sampling technique forDLk50 and 5, respec-
tively. The results coincide with that by the present meth

The only parameter to be determined in Eq.~1! is the

FIG. 2. The probability distributions of energies of DNA loop
which is calculated by reweighting the artificial ensemble with E
~2!. After translating the energy to the averaged value^E&, the
distributions of different linking number deficitDLk fall on the
same curve. The results of the simulation by entropic samp
method @11–14# coincide with that by present approach, but
CPU time is twice more than the latter.
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TABLE I. The averaged energies of 168-basepair-DNA loops for different supercoiling restrains, which are obtained by three it
as demonstrated in the text.

DLk 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0
^E& (in kBT) 35.09 36.03 39.11 44.15 51.11 60.00 69.78 73.80 78.84 85.10 91.58 107.84 127.47 150.38
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averaged energy of the system. In principle, such estim
can be found in a simple iterative way@16#. One first sets an
initial guess of the averaged energy and performs a sim
tion with small number of Monte Carlo sweeps, and get
new value of the averaged energy which is a better estim
for the real energy. One can run the simulation using the n
estimator of̂ E& to get a newer one and iterate this proce

until ^E&'A^E2&2nF/2. According to our calculations, th
averaged energy converges to the stable value very quic
and just a few times of iterations are enough to get a pre
estimator of the averaged energy. The averaged energie
the DNA loops of some different supercoiling restrain
which are obtained by three iterations, are listed in Tabl
The estimation of averaged energy can be further facilita
by information of its ground state valueE0. For example, the
ground state of the DNA loop forDLk50 corresponds to the
flat circle, whose energy is 18.14kBT in our system. So we
can directly calculate the averaged energy by^E&5E0
1nF/2535.14kBT.

In previous literatures, e.g., Refs.@5,6#, the writhing num-
ber (Wr) was often used to characterize the tertiary struct
and handedness of circular DNA, which is defined as
difference between the linking numberLk of two strands and
the twisting numberTw of base pairs@17#. However,Wr has
some features which obviously hinder as the most pro
definition of the puckering degree of DNA loops. For e
ample, for a circular DNA wrapping around a sphere, it m
be considerably puckered, however,Wr definitely equals to
zero; when DNA takes a small displacement of pass
through itself, the puckering degree and aplanarity sho
stay almost unchanged; however,Wr discontinuously jumps.

To give a proper definition of the degree of puckering
DNA loops, let us first define a 333 symmetric coordinate
tensor

Tab5

3E @r a~s!2r 0a#@r b~s!2r 0b#ds

E @r ~s!2r0#2ds

, a,b51,2,3,

~3!

where r (s) denotes the axis vector of the DNA polym
along with its arc-lengths, r05(1/L)*r (s)ds the center of
mass of the DNA polymer with total arc-length ofL, r a(b)(s)
the projection of the axis vector on thea(b) axis of a 3D
Cartesian coordinate system. The positive definite tensorTab
has three eigenvaluesTi ’s with 0<T1<T2<T3 and T1
1T21T353. In fact,Tab represents the configurational e
lipsoid of DNA polymer andTi its i th major axis. So the
smallest eigenvalueT1 signifies the degree of puckering o
the DNA loop from a planar circle and we call it ‘‘aplanarit
of DNA loop.’’

In Fig. 3 is shown the major axes of DNA loop of 168bp
with different supercoiling stresses, which are calcula
es
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through the reweighting equation~2! after 2 000 000 MC
runs. To access the handedness of the buckling, we
present the values ofWr andDTw versusDLk in Fig. 3~d!.
With supercoiling strain increasing, the planar circle will b
come unstable and a conformational transition from circle
figure-8 takes place atDLkc;21.2, which manifests itself
as an abrupt jump in all data of major axes, writhing a
twisting number, as well as bending and twisting energ
~data not shown!. This critical value ofDLkc is in good
agreement with the analytical results@3#, i.e., DLkc

5A3A/C, where bending persistent lengthA and twisting
persistent lengthC are taken as 53 and 72.5 nm, respectiv
in our simulations according to corresponding experimen
data@18#. WhenDLk continues to increase, the figure-8 co
figuration will become unstable again. The DNA loop w
take diplo- or triple interwound superhelical confirmation a
ter DLk is beyond about22.2 or 23.4, which can be mos
clearly identified in the data of aplanarity@see Fig. 3~a!#.
However, the latter transitions are less abrupt than that
circle to figure-8, as denoted by the width of peaks in F
3~a!.

In summary, it was shown that a short supercoiled DN
polymer is a glassy system and a canonical Metropolis sim
lation tends to get stuck in some local metastable ene
basins. A new Monte Carlo algorithm with an explicitly an
lytic weight factor is introduced to solve the problem of e
godicity breaking, in which the thermalization is reinforce
in both low- and high-energy regions. Compared with
earlier approach of entropic sampling, the probability weig

FIG. 3. Averaged major axes as well as writhing and twisti
number as functions of the linking differences of the 168-base p
DNA loop, with statistic error bars of MC calculations inside th
symbols. The lines serve to guide the eye.
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factor of the present algorithm is clearly easier to be de
mined and the implementation is about twofold CPU tim
saving. As a general Monte Carlo method, the present
proach can be also used in other thermodynamic syst
with frustration.

To characterize quantitatively the degree of puckering
the circular DNA, a new quantity of aplanarity has be
introduced as the shortest major axis of configurational t
sor of DNA. With the developed Monte Carlo method,
quantitative correlation between the buckling of DNA loo
of 168 base pairs and supercoiling degree is presen
.
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Abrupt configurational transition from circle to figure-8 tak
place at the critical supercoiling stress ofDLkc (;1.2),
which is in good agreement with previous analytical resu
With further increasing linking difference, DNA loops wil
take successively diplo- and triple superhelical confirmat
through the decreasingly abrupt transitions.
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